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Abstract. To help develop and compare physical
parametrizations such as those found in a numerical
weather or climate model, a new tool was developed. This
tool provides a framework with which to plug external
parametrizations, run them in an offline mode (using one of
the two time-advance methods available), save the results
and plot diagnostics. The software can be used in a 0-D
and a 1-D mode with schemes originating from various
models. As for now, microphysical schemes from the
Meso-NH model, the AROME (Applications of Research to
Operations at Mesoscale) model and the Weather Research
and Forecasting model have been successfully plugged.
As an application, Physical Parametrizations with PYthon
(PPPY) is used in this paper to suppress the origin of the
time-step dependency of the microphysical scheme used
in the Météo-France small-scale operational numerical
weather model. The tool helped to identify the origin of the
dependency and to check the efficiency of the introduced
corrections.

1 Introduction

A weather or climate numerical model contains several
parametrizations (e.g., turbulence, convection) which inter-
act not only together but also with the dynamical core.
When a parametrization is being developed or debugged,
these interactions can hide and/or amplify a tested modi-
fication through compensatory errors and feedbacks. When
the goal is to compare two parametrizations hosted by differ-
ent models, these interactions distort the comparison, as the
other model components can be very different (dynamical

core, discretization and other parametrizations). To circum-
vent these effects, one can reduce the interactions by unplug-
ging other parametrizations (ideal cases, aqua-planet experi-
ments) or by reducing the problem size (2-D vertical simula-
tions, single-column model).

The choice of the comparison strategy depends on the in-
tended goal: a full 3-D model is able to represent all the inter-
actions, whereas simplified models represent only a subset of
these interactions. Even the single-column model (one of the
simplest configurations), however, is not always sufficient for
separating the impact of the different parametrizations (see,
for example, point 8 of the conclusion of Ghan et al., 2000).
A simpler framework could therefore be useful; this can be a
toy model in which only one parametrization is plugged and
compared to other parametrizations plugged in the same way.

An example of a toy model used to compare microphysi-
cal schemes is given by Shipway and Hill (2012) using the
Kinematic Driver (KiD) model. This is also the approach
taken here to develop PPPY in which one can plug existing
parametrizations from different models, deal with the sim-
ulations, compare the outputs and plot the results. The tool
described here has some common points with the KiD model
but is able to deal with any parametrization (not only mi-
crophysics), integrates the graphical part and is very flexible
through the use of the Python language to control the execu-
tion flow (for example, running and comparing hundreds of
different configurations is not an issue and incorporating new
diagnostics is simple). The KiD model, for its part, allows
advection and hence lies between PPPY and a single-column
model.

Development motivation came from the observation of a
difference on 3-D simulations with the Meso-NH model (Lac
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et al., 2018) when the time step was changed. Due to the im-
pact of the time step being greatest for rain accumulation,
and when prognostic hail was activated, the one-moment mi-
crophysical scheme (Pinty and Jabouille, 1998, hereafter ref-
erenced as ICE) was suspected to be the prime reason. To as-
sess this dependency, simulations in a 0-D mode, using only
the core microphysical processes (collections, riming, vapor
deposition, evaporation, etc.), excluding the saturation ad-
justment and the sedimentation, are performed using PPPY.
To test all the processes, an initial state involving all the hy-
drometeors was chosen. The initial mixing ratios were quite
large (10 gkg−1 for vapor, no hail and 1 gkg−1 for the other
hydrometeors), and hail was activated (even if the illustra-
tions here were made with simulations without hail to sim-
plify the plots); the initial temperature was set to 270 K. The
setup is not fully realistic (with an unrealistically high super-
saturation) but allows simulations to involve all the species
and hence virtually all the microphysical processes. It was
checked (not shown) that the time-step dependency still ex-
ists when using realistic initial values for the relative humid-
ity.

When several hydrometeors are mixed in a model cell
without exchange of matter or heat with the exterior, the mi-
crophysical processes tend towards a state of equilibrium.
This final state must not depend on the time step used. In
addition, when two (or more) simulations running with dif-
ferent time steps are compared, they should have the same
results for common output times. In Fig. 1, we can see that
the final state depends on the time step used (between 1 and
60 s) for water vapor, rain and temperature. The chaotic ap-
pearance of this plot is furthermore a signature of the time-
step dependency. Without this drawback, all curves of a same
color would normally follow the same time evolution. For ex-
ample, after 60 s of simulation, great uncertainty exists on the
hydrometeors’ presence; depending on the time step used,
rain, graupel and snow may (with very significant content) or
may not exist. It should be noted here that 60 s is the order of
magnitude of the time-step length used in the Météo-France
small-scale operational numerical weather model, AROME
(Applications of Research to Operations at Mesoscale; Seity
et al., 2011), which shares the same physical package with
the Meso-NH model.

In the COnsortium for Small-scale MOdeling (COSMO)
model, Barrett et al. (2019) also observed a time-step depen-
dency on rain and hail accumulations traced back mainly to
the interaction between the dynamics and the physics of the
model and, to a lesser extent, to some microphysical pro-
cesses. The example shown in their paper demonstrates that
a significant part of the time-step dependency can also be ex-
plained by the microphysical scheme itself.

The time-step dependency of the microphysical scheme is
not specific to the ICE parametrization. The dependency is
also observed with the Liquid Ice Multiple Aerosols (LIMA)
scheme (Vié et al., 2016) (a quasi-two-moment microphys-
ical scheme in development in the Meso-NH and AROME

models, which is built upon the ICE one-moment scheme).
In the simulations performed with this scheme (Fig. 2), the
setup is the same as for the ICE scheme but the satura-
tion adjustment is active. Such a dependency was also ob-
served in the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) model
(Forbes, 2018) and related to the formulation of the warm-
rain processes. Moreover, some microphysical schemes of
the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (ver-
sion 3.9.1.1) have been plugged and also exhibit time-step
dependency, as shown in Fig. 3 for the Eta (Ferrier) scheme
(Rogers et al., 2001, panel a), the Milbrandt–Yau Double-
Moment scheme (Milbrandt and Yau, 2005a, b, panel b), the
Morrison 2-moment scheme (Morrison et al., 2009, panel c),
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem Spectral Bin Microphys-
ical (HUJI SBM) scheme (Khain et al., 2004, panel d), the
Thompson scheme (Thompson et al., 2008, panel e) and the
WRF Single-Moment 6-Class (WSM6) scheme (Hong and
Lim, 2006, panel f). The WRF simulations are performed us-
ing the saturation adjustment included inside each scheme.
These examples also show how PPPY can be useful for the
exhibiting of some of the behaviors of a scheme (such as
time-step dependency, oscillations and water conservation)
independently of the other model components.

Section 2 describes the technical choices and provides an
overview of what can be done with the software. Some ex-
amples of usage are given in Sect. 3 before the conclusion.

2 Functionalities and technical aspect

Documentation is provided with the software (see the code
availability section). To complement this documentation, this
section gives some details on how to add a parametrization
and how the software works, as well as describing the func-
tionalities related to the parametrizations and the compar-
isons.

2.1 Technical aspects

The tool consists of a Python package which drives the simu-
lations and performs the comparison: initialization, the call-
ing of the Fortran routines (using the original source code
of the parametrization), the saving of the results (in HDF5
files using the h5py module) and the plotting of the results
(through the matplotlib module).

Two kinds of objects exist: those which represent a
parametrization and those representing the comparison. A
standard object (an abstract class) is provided in order to de-
fine a parametrization (the PPPY box in Fig. 4). This abstract
class already contains everything needed to perform the time
advancing and the saving of results but must be comple-
mented (by inheritance) to incorporate the actual call to the
different parametrization codes (Param1 and Param2 boxes
of the figure). Finally, each parametrization can be used with
different configurations. To achieve this, different instances
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Figure 1. Time evolution of the mixing ratio of the different hydrometeors (in kg kg−1, a) and of the temperature (in K; b). The simulations
were performed using time steps between 1 and 60 s.

Figure 2. Same as Fig. 1 but using the LIMA scheme.

(Param1.1, Param2.1 and Param2.2 boxes) are created, one
for each of the configurations (e.g., time-step length, options
specific to the parametrization).

For the comparison, the provided class (PPPYComp in the
figure) can be used directly or can be complemented (by in-
heritance, UserComp box in the figure) to add new diagnos-
tics (e.g., new plot kind, computation of a derived variable to
plot). An instance of the class is created for each comparison
to perform (Comp box). A comparison is defined by the list
of the parametrizations to use, the simulation length and the
initial state. This comparison instance drives the parametriza-
tion instances to carry out the simulations and to plot the re-
sult.

These different objects are described in the follow-
ing subsections. In addition, in the provided package, the
examples directory contains, among other items, a test ex-
ample which is commented on in Appendix A so as to illus-
trate the different steps described in the current section.

2.1.1 The low-level part of the parametrization: source
code and compilation

The trickiest part comes from the interfacing between Python
and the parametrization. This part is quite technical but im-
portant as the main difficulty in using PPPY with a new
parametrization lies in this interfacing task.

www.geosci-model-dev.net/13/443/2020/ Geosci. Model Dev., 13, 443–460, 2020
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Figure 3. Same as Fig. 1a but using some schemes of the WRF model identified in the panel titles (see text for complete references).

Figure 4. Tool organization diagram. The top six boxes represent the parametrization objects, while the lower three boxes are the comparison
objects.

If the parametrization was written using Python (like the
box-Lagrangian scheme used in Sect. 3.2) the interfacing
would be straightforward. However, numerical weather and
climate models often use Fortran and a module is needed to
perform the interfacing with Python. There are several ways

to accomplish this task; this paper does not set out to review
these ways, but the two used at some point in the develop-
ment process are listed here. These two ways can still be used
even if the examples provided with the package use only the
second one. Both methods aim at building a library (a col-
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lection of binary codes) which contain all the Fortran codes
needed to call a given parametrization. The f2py utility can
be used; it helps to build a shared library suitable to be im-
ported and used from Python but it can be difficult to use (in
particular, the built library depends on the exact Python ver-
sion and the argument order is not always preserved). The
second one is a module (named ctypesForFortran) provided
with PPPY which acts directly on a shared library built from
the Fortran source code. The interfacing consists of defining
the signature (the interface of the subroutine written in a spe-
cific way) of each Fortran subroutine or function to employ.

The PPPY user is free to use whichever Python–Fortran
interfacing method (among the two aforementioned or other
ones). The ctypesForFortran way intends to help the inter-
facing of Fortran functions and subroutines on a Linux sys-
tem. It handles memory allocations and array memory order.
Internally, ctypesForFortran uses the Python ctypes module
(which normally handles the C shared libraries) to interact
with the library without adding a C or Fortran layer. It deals
with Boolean, strings, integers and floats (32- and 64-bit) but
does not support structures. The array and string arguments
must be explicitly defined (no “:”, “..” or “*” are allowed in
the interfaces), and no argument can be optional. If this is not
the case, a wrapper must be written in Fortran meeting these
requirements and calling for the original subroutine.

For the potential C-written parametrizations, interfacing
can directly employ the ctypes module.

The compilation being a complex process (that can involve
scripts that modify, on the fly, source codes), it could be dif-
ficult to isolate and compile, outside of the box, the source
code needed for a given parametrization. To reduce this dif-
ficulty, the various examples provided with PPPY (in the ex-
ample directory) follow this procedure:

– modification of the model compilation script and/or
Makefile file to include the option to build a position-
independent code, suitable for dynamic linking (“-fPIC”
option);

– normal compilation of the model; and

– use of the various object codes and/or static libraries
built during the normal compilation step to build a
shared library with the different entry points needed by
the parametrization.

At this stage, the remaining difficulty is to identify the
different routines that must be called upon to perform the
parametrization initialization and execution.

2.1.2 The high-level part of the parametrization: the
PPPY Python object

Once the compilation part is completed, a Python object
must be created in order to manipulate the compiled library.
An abstract class (PPPY) is provided for this purpose and

must be used, by inheritance, to build a class specific to the
parametrization employed.

The abstract class has placeholders for the requested stan-
dardized methods and these must be implemented.

Following the order of the execution flow, the first method
to adapt is that of initialization. In this method, all the
available options of the scheme are defined and consistency
checks can be achieved. Among these options, one is the time
step (mandatory); the others are specific to the scheme.

The following method concerns the setup. Here, the com-
putations that need to be done once per simulation are per-
formed. For example, it could be constant definitions, pre-
calculation of lookup tables or file fetching.

The initial state provided at the beginning of a simula-
tion is the same for all the parametrizations involved in the
comparison. This state contains all the variables that must
be monitored by all the schemes, although it is common
for a given scheme to need additional prognostic variables.
For example, when comparing a one-moment microphysical
scheme with a two-moment microphysical scheme, only the
first moment (mass) can be compared, but the two-moment
scheme needs to monitor another moment (concentration).
The build_init_state method is the place in which to define
and initialize these additional variables and to add them to
the initial state of the simulation. The output of this step is
the first state saved in the output file.

The execute method is in charge of calling the actual code
of the parametrization, making use of the compiled library.
It might be necessary to perform numerical and/or physical
conversions before and after this call. Indeed, the same quan-
tities must be monitored by every scheme even if, internally,
each scheme uses its own set of variables; physical conver-
sion (for example, changing the temperature variable from
potential temperature to true temperature) may therefore be
needed. Moreover, modifications in memory representation
may also be required (all variables are 64-bit in the Python
script but can be converted into 32-bit, for instance).

This class is then instantiated by providing the required
options (time step and options specific to the parametriza-
tion).

2.1.3 Comparison Python object

The parametrizations, which are instances created from the
PPPY class (as stated above), are intended to be used by a
Python object in order to perform a comparison. This com-
parison object (instantiated from the PPPYComp class, to
get the Comp object of Fig. 4) is characterized by the list
of parametrizations to use, the simulation length and the
initial state of the simulations. The comparison object is
then responsible for the running of the different parametriza-
tions (isolated from each other), the computing of diagnos-
tics (which can be added by creating a custom comparison
class by inheritance) and for the plotting of the results (plot
methods can also be added).
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2.2 Tool functionalities

PPPY allows the comparison of several parametrizations.
The different parametrizations can differ from the underly-
ing code or can differentiate themselves by the choice of the
parameters controlling the scheme. The comparison between
two identical parametrizations using different time steps or
different time-advance methods is also possible. Two time-
advance methods exist:

– In “step-by-step”, like a true simulation, the output
is computed from the output of the previous time step
(Fig. 5).

– In “one-step”, the output (at all output times) is com-
puted by a direct integration from the initial state
(Fig. 6).

The development was conducted in such a way as to allow
the comparison of any parametrizations, not only microphys-
ical schemes. The set of variables monitored is not limited to
predefined ones; the user can add any variable of any dimen-
sions. Moreover PPPY is able to use schemes from differ-
ent models (interfacing with AROME, Meso-NH and WRF
parametrizations has been done).

Two plot kinds are currently available but others can be
written by extending the tool. Plot methods already in ex-
istence can draw results for 0-D and 1-D simulations. The
y axis is used to represent the value of the variables in the
0-D simulations or the different points in the 1-D simula-
tions. The two plot kinds differ in the x axis used to represent
the time (with different plots superimposed for the different
schemes, such as in the examples of Sect. 3.1) or the different
schemes (with different plots superimposed for the different
output times, as in Figs. 11 to 13 of Sect. 3.2). In this con-
text, the different schemes can be different parametrizations
and/or the same parametrization but using different options
(constants, configuration options or a time-step choice); this
allows the performance of sensitivity tests to one parameter.
The figures which illustrate the examples shown in this paper
have been directly produced by the software.

3 Application to microphysical parametrizations

The ICE microphysical scheme is divided into three parts: a
statistical adjustment to the saturation (to balance cloud wa-
ter and ice with the vapor, according to the temperature), the
core microphysical processes and the sedimentation. Each of
these three parts may contain sources of time-step depen-
dency.

The adjustment to saturation modifies the temperature and
hence modifies also the saturation point and then the cloud
content. This feedback could be a source of time-step de-
pendency, but it was checked (not shown) that the saturation
adjustment used reaches an equilibrium very quickly; the im-
pact of a second iteration can barely be detected. The cloud

ice fraction (the ice content divided by the total – ice and
liquid – content) depends on the temperature (for tempera-
tures above 0 ◦C, the cloud is liquid; for temperatures under
−20 ◦C, the cloud is icy and the cloud ice fraction is linearly
interpolated between these two points), and a consumption of
one of these two species in the core microphysical processes
implies a consumption of the other species during the fol-
lowing saturation adjustment (to keep the cloud ice fraction
consistent with the temperature). This mechanism leads to a
time-step dependency on which work will have to be carried
out.

In this section, two examples of the tool usage are shown.
The first one deals with the time-step dependency due to the
processes of the microphysical scheme (without adjustment
and without sedimentation) in a 0-D mode; the second one
is a comparison of several sedimentation schemes in a 1-D
mode.

3.1 Time-step dependency in the microphysical scheme

The final goal of this application was to suppress the time-
step dependency of the simulations shown in Fig. 1. To
achieve this result, a new set of simulations was performed
using much smaller time steps (between 0.001 and 1 s) in or-
der to look for a convergence between the simulations when
the time step decreases. In Fig. 7, the final values are far more
consistent but some oscillations are still visible on the time
evolutions, and the values after an integration time of be-
tween 40 and 60 s are still very uncertain. It was necessary
to use very small time steps in order to obtain numerical os-
cillations smaller than the physical variations.

The simulations have been carried out several times, ac-
tivating and deactivating the different microphysical pro-
cesses. To do this, the processes have been called individ-
ually by the PPPY software (when they are written in sepa-
rate subroutines) or activated through switches or, at worst,
(un)commented in the source code. This trial-and-error ex-
perimentation makes it possible to identify the processes that
led to the oscillations and to the time-step dependency, and
allowed the checking of each correction individually from
the others.

The purpose of this paper is not to detail the modifications
that were needed to suppress the time-step dependency; how-
ever, the more important ones are listed in Appendix B.

With the revised version of the microphysical scheme,
the simulated values for the different simulations shown in
Figs. 7 and 1 are now perfectly indistinguishable in Figs. 9
and 8 for every common output times (the simulation with
a 60 s time step, with the dashed line in the figure, provides
outputs only after 60, 120 and 180 s of integration time).

The 0-D simulations were very useful for the identifying
and correcting of the processes involved in the time-step de-
pendency of the ICE microphysical scheme. It would cer-
tainly have been possible to achieve the same result with
another method but this one was convenient (0-D simula-
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Figure 5. Time advance for a step-by-step simulation.

Figure 6. Time advance for a one-step simulation.

tions are very rapid, and a single tool performs the simula-
tions, compares the outputs and plots the comparison) and al-
lowed the complete isolation of the processes of interest from
the other parts of the model (dynamics with transport, other
physical parametrizations, sedimentation and adjustment).

3.2 Sedimentation schemes

A similar time-step sensitivity test is done regarding the sed-
imentation scheme used in the model (all other parametriza-
tions, including the microphysical processes, were turned
off). Two schemes are available: the AROME operational
one (Bouteloup et al., 2010; BSB2010 hereafter), which is
a statistical scheme and the Eulerian scheme included in the
original version of the ICE scheme. In order to remain sta-
ble, the Eulerian scheme uses a time-splitting technique with
an upstream differencing scheme. The internal time step1

used for this computation is determined from the Courant–
Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) stability criterion based on a maxi-
mum fall velocity of 40 ms−1 if hail is allowed or 10 ms−1

otherwise (then, the same internal time step is used for all
the species). These schemes take into account a terminal
fall speed directly linked to the mean hydrometeor content
(the higher the content, the more rapid the fall). This feature
makes it difficult, for these schemes, to accurately resolve the
sedimentation process.

A vertical profile was initialized with a rain mixing ra-
tio of 0.1 gkg−1 in one cell at 1400 m above ground level;
grid levels were 10 m thick. In order to build a reference
solution independent from the time step, a box-Lagrangian
scheme (based on Kato, 1995) is used with the one-step time-
advance method (see Sect. 2.2 for a description of the time-

1The term “internal time step” is reserved, in this paper, for the
time step used internally in the scheme to perform the time split-
ting. It is different from the (external) time step used for the scheme
integration.

advance method). Because the model schemes use a particle
size distribution, the first reference simulation we can build is
through the dividing of the total content into bins and the ap-
plication of the sedimentation on each bin (as for Milbrandt
and McTaggart-Cowan, 2010). The reference time evolution
is then shown in Fig. 10a (this reference is computed using
only 25 bins to allow the reader to identify the trajectories of
each bin; when more bins are used, the time evolution gets
smoother). The biggest drops reach the ground after around
200 s, whereas the smallest ones have yet to reach the ground
after 1500 s. After 400 s of simulation (dashed vertical line
on the plot), one-third of the rain is expected to be on the
ground and the remaining part is spread in the column. The
two schemes in use in the model (BSB2010 and the Eulerian
scheme), however, compute the mass-weighted bulk termi-
nal fall velocity and apply this velocity to the entire content.
With this hypothesis, the expected time evolution is provided
in Fig. 10b. In this case, all the rain content is expected to fol-
low the same trajectory and to be near the ground after 400 s
of simulation. The first reference simulation has a more real-
istic behavior and is able to reproduce the size-sorting effect,
but this result cannot be reached by the one-moment schemes
used in this study. The bulk simulation is taken as the refer-
ence simulation with which to compare the model schemes
over 400 s long simulations. According to the initial mixing
ratio, to the parameters used in the sedimentation scheme and
to the hypothesis of a mass-weighted bulk terminal fall veloc-
ity, the rain is expected to fall with a 3.3 ms−1 speed, leading
to a fall of 1320 m during a 400 s period. It should be noted
that with a grid spacing of 10 m, the unit value for the CFL
number is reached with a time step of around 3 s.

Figure 11a shows the resulting profiles for different time
steps (600 simulations are performed using time steps be-
tween 0.1 and 60 s with an increment of 0.1 s) using the
BSB2010 scheme (this is not a time evolution; all profiles
are the result of a 400 s long integration). The time-step de-
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Figure 7. Same as Fig. 1 but using smaller time steps between 0.001 and 1 s.

Figure 8. Same as Fig. 1 but using the new version of the microphysical scheme.

pendency is evident, and it must be noted that for time steps
longer than 30 s a part of the water has reached the ground.
The longer the time step is, the greater this part is. For the
60 s time step, 11 % of the total water has reached the ground.
The BSB2010 scheme behaves differently regarding the CFL
number. For CFL numbers larger than 1, the diffusion on the
vertical is more intense than for CFL numbers smaller than 1,
and the result obtained for a number of 1 is completely differ-
ent from the results obtained with other values. The artifacts
seen in the figure illustrate the shortcoming of the scheme but
cannot be as large in a true model simulation. In a real case
with advection, irregular grid spacing, microphysical sources
and sinks, the CFL value is not constant and each column of
the model is a mixture of these different behaviors.

For the Eulerian scheme (Fig. 11b), the time-splitting
technique used with a very small internal time step of
0.25 s (value obtained considering a maximum fall speed
of 40 ms−1) leads to perform the same iterations regardless
of the time step of the simulation greater than this value.
There is therefore no time-step dependency in the result.
The very small internal time step induces, however, as for
the BSB2010 scheme with small values of the CFL number,
an upward diffusion and a reduced fall speed. The Eulerian
scheme, in addition, has an increased numerical cost (pro-
portional to the number of iterations) due to the very small
internal time step used.

Neither of these two schemes is correct; both diffuse the
precipitation and have too low a fall speed. Additionally, the
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Figure 9. Same as Fig. 7 but using the new version of the microphysical scheme (all four curves are superimposed).

Figure 10. Time evolution of the vertical profile of rain mixing ratio (the color scale represents the mixing ratio in gkg−1) for a bin box-
Lagrangian scheme (a) and a bulk box-Lagrangian scheme (b).

BSB2010 scheme exhibits a time-step dependency, whereas
the Eulerian scheme is costly. A compromise can be found by
optimizing the Eulerian scheme in order to obtain a scheme
without time-step dependency and with a reasonable cost. In
the optimized version, at each iteration in the time splitting,
the time of integration is computed from the maximum CFL
number on each column and for each species instead of using
a constant (in space and time) value.

The result is shown in Fig. 12 for different values of max-
imum CFL number allowed. With a maximum CFL number
of 1 (Fig. 12a), the time-step dependency is quite large. With

a maximum CFL number value of 0.1 (Fig. 12b), the result-
ing figure is almost identical to Fig. 11. Figure 12c is for
a larger maximum CFL number (0.8). For small time steps
inducing a CFL number inferior to this maximum value, a
time-step dependency can be seen but for large time-step val-
ues, the computation leads to the same results whatever the
time step is. In contrast with the original version, this last
case is less diffusive and is able to reproduce a peak value (in
the bottom of the precipitation envelope). The resulting fall
speed is still too small (after the 400 s integration duration,
all the water content should be near the ground according to
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Figure 11. Vertical profiles of the rain mixing ratio (the color scale represents the mixing ratio in gkg−1) after a 400 s long integration
for different time steps (600 simulations are performed using time steps between 0.1 and 60 s with an increment of 0.1 s, abscissa) for the
BSB2010 scheme (a) and the Eulerian scheme as available in the operational source code (b).

Figure 12. Same as Fig. 11 but for the modified version of the Eulerian scheme using different maximum values for the CFL number (1.0,
0.1 and 0.8 from top to bottom). The color scale represents the mixing ratio in gkg−1.
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Figure 13. Same as Fig. 11 but for the box-Lagrangian scheme using the bulk approach (a) and an hybrid approach (b). The color scale
represents the mixing ratio in gkg−1.

the hypothesis) but slightly better than those produced by the
other versions of the Eulerian scheme.

In order to test further the impact of the algorithm on
the sedimentation results, the box-Lagrangian scheme (used
previously to build the reference results) is used in a simu-
lation mode (using the step-by-step time-advance method).
Figure 13a shows the resulting profiles after the 400 s long
simulation using the bulk approach. The result is noisy, time-
step dependent and there is still no rain on the ground. The
noise could certainly be reduced by imposing a speed con-
tinuity between the different layers of the model (following
the idea of Henry Juang and Hong, 2010, for example). The
box-Lagrangian scheme can also be used in an hybrid mode
(as used in Morrison, 2012). At each time step, the content
is divided into bins, each bin falls using the box-Lagrangian
scheme, and at the end of the time step, the total content at
each model layer is computed and used by the following it-
eration. The simulations are done using 500 bins ( Fig. 13b).
This scheme allows the bigger drops to fall more quickly.
While this approach reduces the noise, some time-step de-
pendency remains, and the scheme is still not able to make
the precipitation fall quickly enough to reproduce the refer-
ence simulation (this scheme also does not fulfill the require-
ment of a mass-weighted bulk terminal fall velocity used to
build the reference). It should be noted nevertheless that this
result is quite similar to the result obtained with the new ver-
sion of the Eulerian scheme (Fig. 12c).

On one hand, the algorithm choice may well be important
because the selection modifies the effective fall speed and
the relative position of precipitation on ground with respect
to the cloud which generated it, through the horizontal ad-

vection. On the other hand, none of the schemes tested in
this study are able to reproduce the reference simulation due
to the diffusion appearing during the fall which leads in turn
to a reduced speed. Additionally, with the mixing induced
by the dynamic and the turbulence, and with the interaction
with the other microphysical processes, this choice has lit-
tle impact on the resulting simulation of a real 3-D case (not
shown). It is believed that no scheme could perform drasti-
cally better with the one-moment hypothesis.

As from the conclusions of Milbrandt and McTaggart-
Cowan (2010), one can expect better behavior from two-
moment schemes. This study could be extended in the future
to the sedimentation used by the two-moment LIMA scheme.

This section illustrated how PPPY can be used to compare
and exhibit the main behaviors of different 1-D sedimenta-
tion schemes written in Fortran and Python using different
time-advance methods.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, a new software designed to allow the compari-
son of Physical Parametrizations with PYthon (PPPY) inde-
pendently of all other model components was described tech-
nically and functionally. Its ability to use Fortran-compiled
library from different models, as well as Python-based
parametrizations, has been shown and used through two ex-
amples. It has been successfully used (in a 0-D mode) to
identify the sources of the time-step dependency which were
present in the microphysical scheme in use in the AROME
and Meso-NH models. Solutions have been proposed to cor-
rect the scheme and have been tested with the software. The
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sedimentation schemes have then been plugged and com-
pared (in a 1-D mode) to a reference box-Lagrangian scheme.
These two examples have shown that it would be benefi-
cial to use this kind of tool systematically when developing
a parametrization in order to perform simple tests provid-
ing a first validation step (mass conservation, time-step de-
pendency, absence of oscillations), before undergoing more
complex validation stages (1-D model, full simulations).

In addition to the ICE scheme, the LIMA scheme and
some of the WRF microphysical schemes have been plugged.
It could now be used to compare microphysical schemes
originally hosted by different models (AROME, Meso-NH
and WRF). In order to compare these, it will be necessary to
work on the initialization of the different schemes to ensure
that the results can in fact be compared. In addition, it will
be necessary to overcome the time-step dependency issue in
order to allow the comparison of the different schemes. One
way to do this could be to make a compromise by selecting a
time step that is not too large to be able to mask the time-step
dependency and, at the same time, not too small to limit the
computation cost.

PPPY is not limited to microphysical schemes and, in the
future, it could also be used to compare other parametriza-
tions such as mass flux or turbulence schemes.
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Appendix A: Simple example

Several examples of PPPY usage are provided with the soft-
ware. Among them, a special example is intended to show
how the different Python objects interact with each other and
with the Fortran code; this is the test example which can be
found in the examples/test directory of PPPY. This ex-
ample is used in this appendix to illustrate the different steps
needed to perform a parametrization comparison.

A1 Compilation

Let us assume that the following code is put inside a file
named param.F90 and represents a model parametrization
that we want to use with PPPY:

SUBROUTINE PARAM1(X, Y)
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL(KIND=8),INTENT(IN),DIMENSION(:,:) :: X
REAL(KIND=8),INTENT(OUT),DIMENSION(:,:) :: Y
Y=X+1
END SUBROUTINE PARAM1

It is suggested that the compilation procedure of the model
be employed. One must therefore ensure that the normal
compilation of the model builds a position-independent code,
suitable for dynamic linking (-fPIC option). If not, the
Makefile or the compilation script of the model must be up-
dated to include such an option.

To use ctypesForFortran, a wrapper must be written to hide
certain characteristics. The exposed dummy arguments

– must not be of assumed shape or assumed rank (includ-
ing string length) type;

– must not be optional; and

– of Boolean type must be 1 byte long.

In the test example, a wrapper (written in a file named
param_py.F90) is needed to hide the assumed shape char-
acteristic:

SUBROUTINE PARAM1_PY(X, Y, I1, I2)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE PARAM1(X, Y)
REAL(KIND=8),DIMENSION(:,:),INTENT(IN)::X
REAL(KIND=8),DIMENSION(:,:),INTENT(OUT)::Y
END SUBROUTINE PARAM1

END INTERFACE
INTEGER(KIND=8), INTENT(IN) :: I1, I2
REAL(KIND=8),INTENT(IN),DIMENSION(I1,I2)::X
REAL(KIND=8),INTENT(OUT),DIMENSION(I1,I2)::Y
CALL PARAM1(X, Y)
END SUBROUTINE PARAM1_PY

When it is possible, it is suggested that this wrapper be
included in the source code of the model in order to benefit
from the Makefile or compilation script. If this proves im-
possible, the wrapper must be compiled outside the model

environment but one must use the same compilation options
for the wrapper as those used for the model.

Often, a parametrization must be initialized by calling a
specific subroutine (in particular to set up constant values).
In this example, this step is achieved by calling the following
subroutine (which is also included in the param_py.F90
file and does not need to be wrapped):

SUBROUTINE INIT(ICONF)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER(KIND=8), INTENT(IN) :: ICONF
END SUBROUTINE INIT

In addition, the example includes a PARAM2 subroutine
(copy of PARAM1 except that Y is X+ .9) and an associated
PARAM2_PY subroutine.

It is then supposed that a normal model compila-
tion produces the compiled version of all these subrou-
tines. In the example, the compilation is obtained (us-
ing gfortran) by the following command lines: gfortran
-c -fPIC param.F90 and gfortran -c -fPIC
param_py.F90.

The last step of the compilation process is to build
a shared library with PARAM1_PY, PARAM2_PY and
INIT as entry points. This can be done through adding
a compilation target in the model Makefile or compi-
lation script, or by performing a manual build. In the
example, the command line gfortran -shared -g
-o param.so param_py.o param.o produces the
param.so file.

A2 The parametrization from the Python point of view

To use the previously build shared library from Python using
the ctypesForFortran module, the following code is needed:

import ctypesForFortran
IN = ctypesForFortran.IN
OUT = ctypesForFortran.OUT
INOUT = ctypesForFortran.INOUT
ctypesFF, handle = \
ctypesForFortran.ctypesForFortranFactory(

’./param.so’)
@ctypesFF()
def init(ICONF): #Name of the function must

#be the name of the actual
#fortran function

"init function"
return (

[ICONF],
[(numpy.int64, None, IN), #INTEGER,

#INTENT (IN)

],
None)

@ctypesFF()
def param1_py(x):

"""Function that actually call the
parameterisation"""
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return (
[x, x.shape[0], x.shape[1]],
[(numpy.float64, x.shape, IN),
(numpy.float64, x.shape, OUT),
(numpy.int64, None, IN),
(numpy.int64, None, IN)

], None)

In this example, one of the Fortran subroutines is named
INIT (case insensitive). By default, it is supposed that the
compiled object’s name is the Fortran subroutine name (low-
ercase) with a trailing underscore (init_ in this example).
If this is not the case (because of a different compiler behav-
ior or a Fortran module use), a different prefix and/or suffix
can be set in argument of the ctypesFF function of the ex-
ample to obtain a decorator able to find and call the Fortran
code.

The Python function must return three elements:

– the list of the values expected in input by the Fortran
subroutine;

– the list of the dummy arguments of the Fortran subrou-
tine; and

– the type of the returned value for a Fortran function
(“None” for a subroutine).

Each dummy argument is described by a tuple: type of the ar-
gument expressed as a NumPy type, shape (or “None” for a
scalar) of the argument and input/output status. More exam-
ples are available inside the ctypesForFortran module source
code. It should be noted that this part can be replaced by the
use of other interfacing method such as f2py.

To use the parametrization with PPPY, a Python class
must be written (see the pppy_param1.py file of the
example for a complete implementation) by inheritance:
class pppy_param1(pppy.PPPY):. The class con-
tains a __call__ method which calls the different methods
in this order: setup, build_init_state, execute (which is called
in a loop) and lastly finalize. The methods that can or must
be implemented to represent a parametrization are described
below (only the execute method is mandatory):

– __init__: this method can be implemented to deal with
the possible parametrization options.

– setup: this method does the initialization part that can-
not be done earlier (in the __init__method) or needs to
be done again before each of the simulations. In the
various provided examples, this is the place where the
shared library is opened, where signatures of Fortran
routines are defined and where the initialization of the
Fortran modules is performed.

– finalize: this method can be useful for cleaning the
memory or disk after running a simulation.

– build_init_state: when performing a comparison, each
of the parametrizations is called with the same initial
state. This method is the place at which to add state or
diagnostic variables specific to the parametrization.

– execute: this method calls the parametrization to per-
form a time advance.

More details about these methods are given in the PPPY doc-
umentation.

A3 Comparison

The comparison is performed by the comp_test.py file.
Firstly, the parametrizations must be defined by choos-

ing the time step (dt argument), the time-advance method
(method), the names (the name argument is used for the plot
labels and the tag one for building file names) and the possi-
ble options (solib and iconf here). For the example described
here, this is done by the following lines:

param_1 = pppy_param1(
dt=60., #time step to use with this

#parametrization
method=’step-by-step’, #like a true

#simulation
name="Param #1", #name to use for plots
tag="param_1", #tag to use for

#file names
solib=solib, #1st pppy_param1 option:

#shared lib file name
iconf=iconf #2nd pppy_param1 option:

#configuration
)

Several parametrizations can be defined by changing the
time step, the time-advance method or the options using the
same source code or not.

The comparison is defined and the simulations are per-
formed by

comp = PPPYComp(
#List of parametrizations to compare
schemes=[param_1, param_2],

#directory to store the results
#(hdf5 files)
output_dir=output_dir,

#duration of simulation
duration=180.,

#initial state
init_state=dict(x=numpy.array([0.])),

#name to use in plots
name="First test",

#tag to use for file names
tag="firstTest")

comp.run()
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A simple plot is obtained with

#time evolution of variable x
plot = (’evol’,

dict(var_names=[’x’]))
#only one plot
fig, plots = comp.plot_multi((1, 1),

[plot])
plt.show()

Appendix B: Main modifications needed to suppress the
time-step dependency in the ICE scheme

The most important modifications that were needed to sup-
press the time-step dependency in the ICE scheme are listed
below:

– Heat budgets must be computed when the feedback on
temperature can stop the process. For example, when
the temperature exceeds 0 ◦C, a species cannot melt
more than the quantity that would imply a temperature
below 0 ◦C. The lack of heat budgets explains a large
part of the time-step dependency observed with the sim-
ulations using the small time steps (shown in Fig. 7).

– In the original version of ICE, the snow content rimed
by cloud droplets (to produce graupel) was computed as
an adjustment: the process provided the mass of snow to
convert into graupel and this mass was then divided by
the time step. The mass of transformed snow did not
take into account the quantity of cloud water involved.
These two characteristics were at the origin of a time-
step dependency. The process was modified using the
Murakami (1990) approach based on the comparison
between the effective cloud droplet collection and the
mass of water needed to transform low-density snow
into high-density graupel.

– The graupel grows mainly by collecting other species.
When this collection implies liquid species (rain and/or
cloud), there are two possibilities (called growth modes)
depending on a heat balance: the graupel is able to
freeze the entire collected liquid (dry mode) or a thin
liquid film appears at the graupel surface (wet mode).
In the original version of the ICE scheme, there was
confusion between the maximum content of liquid wa-
ter that can be frozen (which must be used in the heat
balance) and the content of liquid and ice water that can
be collected in wet growth mode (which must be used to
compute the graupel tendency). The correction made the
mode choice more continuous. And because, ultimately,
the graupel growth mode has an impact on the collection
efficiency of icy species (snow and cloud ice) with the
graupel, this choice can lead to significant differences
in the collection rates. Hence, the scheme including the
correction is less time-step dependent.

– The water shedding (cloud droplets becoming raindrops
when collected and not frozen by the graupel) was acti-
vated only for temperature below 0 ◦C, whereas the pro-
cess must be active as long as the graupel exists (when
the graupel has melted into rain, raindrops actually col-
lect cloud droplets; the process must be continuous dur-
ing graupel melting).

– Several modifications have been carried out on the pro-
cesses involving the hail category as a prognostic field:
the processes dealing with hail are now completely sym-
metric with those dealing with the graupel category (to
ensure consistency even if this did not produce time-
step dependency). A conversion fraction is computed
from the heat balance used to choose the graupel growth
mode. In the original version of the scheme, this fraction
was applied on the total content of graupel; this induced
a conversion tendency directly linked to the number of
times the rate is applied (hence to the time step for a
given simulation length). On the contrary, in the new
version, the conversion fraction is applied on the wet
growth rate; this way, no time-step dependency is pro-
duced. This was the main reason for the time-step de-
pendency on the hail category.

The modifications listed above aim at suppressing the
time-step dependency present inside each of the microphys-
ical processes. These modifications were sufficient to sup-
press or, at least, limit the dependency for time steps up to
10 s (not shown). For greater time steps, each process must
take into account that a given species can be consumed or
produced, at the same time, by another process and therefore
that this affects its efficiency. To address this issue, some kind
of splitting was needed to reduce the effective time step used
in the microphysical scheme allowing processes to interact
more frequently.

The modified scheme allows two splitting methods: a clas-
sical time-splitting method that uses a fixed sub-time step and
a “mixing-ratio-splitting” method that computes, at each it-
eration, the sub-time step to use in order not to have a single
mixing ratio change exceeding a given threshold. The second
method has the advantage of adapting the number of itera-
tions to the intensity of the microphysical processes. When
little happens, only one iteration is performed; on the con-
trary, when the exchanges between species are intense, sev-
eral iterations are performed.

To produce Figs. 9 and 8, the threshold used in the mixing-
ratio splitting (0.01 gkg−1) was small and would induce a
substantial additional cost on a real simulation. This value
was chosen to illustrate the scheme behavior but a value of
0.05 gkg−1 seems to be more acceptable (empirical value ob-
tained in comparing cost and time-step dependency in a 2-
D simulation) for operations. The iterations needed for the
0.05 gkg−1 threshold induce a cost increase of about 5 % (in
comparison with a simulation performed without splitting),
and for the 0.01 gkg−1 threshold an additional 20 % can be
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expected (this last figure is an estimation because no sensi-
tivity test, regarding this threshold, has been performed on
the whole domain used for operations).
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Code availability. PPPY is freely available under CeCILL-C li-
cense agreement (a French equivalent to the L-GPL license;
http://www.cecill.info/licences/Licence_CeCILL-C_V1-en.txt, last
access: 19 April 2019). PPPY v1.1 can be downloaded at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3490380 (Riette, 2019).
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